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The automatic surface finishing grinding/polishing system (ASFS) developed in 
this project includes a hand grinder, driven either by a machine center or by a robot 
arm, and a dynamometer for force measurement.  This integrated project contains 3 
subprojects.  The purpose of the first subproject is to perform grinding force 
measurement, contact force analysis and fixture design.  Objectives of the second 
subproject are to develop low cost and more efficient force sensors and force 
controllers for the robot assisted ASFS.  The purpose of the third subproject is to 
generate grinding/polishing path.  
 
 For the first subproject, already accomplished in the two previous years include 
fixture design, development of a dynamometer, and grinding/polishing force 
measurement for some grinding paths.  The study of grinding/polishing force 
measurement continued in the third year, and contact force analysis was performed to 
provide theoretical basis of fixture design. 
 
For the second subproject, the ideal of utilizing a dexterous manipulator for 
positioning and orientating the grinding tools was proposed in the first year in order to 
reduce the degree of freedom required by the force sensor and simplify the 
complexity of the force control algorithm.  An active force observer to replace the 
passive force sensor was also developed in the second year.  The grinding torque 
was estimated with the software observer, which was based on the feedback values of 
motor angular positions and drive currents.  In the third year, the integration and 
experiment of the polishing system were implemented to perform a automatic 
polishing process. 
 
This purpose of the third subproject is to generate and to investigate the 
appropriate surface finishing tool-paths that is suitable for the automated surface 
finishing processes of dies and molds.  Three fractal pathsåæËÌpattern, Chamfer 
pattern, and arc pattern have been developed for 2-D and 3-D surface finishing paths 
and also verified by experimented results using the prototype ASFS.  The possibility 
of using fuzzy control logic to develop fuzzy fractal tool-paths for emulating human 
operations based on the surface curvatures and related requirements was investigated 
 
  The integrated system includes a robot arm util izes the active force observer 
developed in the 2nd subproject, the fixture and dynamometer developed in the 1st 
subproject, and grinding paths developed in the 3rd subproject.  The performance of 
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2.-Õìí15îïGðÖ×ØÙ Mounted wheel% 
3.«ñf	80î/min 
4.ò	16000rpm 
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   Rmax(X) Rmax(Y) Rmax(U) Rmax(T) 
X-Y	
 1020.0 12 44 16.2 29.5 17.5 63.2 
45	
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 5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X-	
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 422.1 5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